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welcome to
our world

Welcome

Park Inn by Radisson Muscat is located
directly on business district, and features
modern accommodation overlooking the sea
and mountains. Our hotel offer guests
a stress-free experience. This convenient
hotel is an ideal place to accommodate
individual guests, families or groups.

The hotel features 175 vibrant, contemporary
rooms with modern amenities like free wireless
high-speed Internet access, on-site all dining
at the Palm Restaurant, RBG Grill, Sama Terrazza
rooftop lounge, gym, rooftop pool and secure
outdoor parking.
Park Inn by Radisson Muscat is also an excellent
venue for arranging a conference or celebrating any
special occasion.

time
for you
Guest Room Information
The hotel offers 175 bright and colorful rooms.
The design and the character of all 175
accommodation units and the entire hotel will
be inimitably Park Inn by Radisson, designed
for the new generation traveller. All our rooms
feature telephone, satellite TV, fire alarm and
safety deposit.

Services:
› Free Wi-Fi access throughout the hotel
› 24 hours reception desk
› 24 hours Room service
› Laundry service
› Concierge services
› Complimentary car-parking
› Business center services
› Gym and outdoor rooftop pool

colourful
dining
Dining
Whether just waking up, taking a midday
break or ending a long day of traversing the
city, a hot, delicious meal at the on-site
Restaurants and Bar.
The Palm Restaurant - an all dining is ideal and
satisfying. The menu features hearty international
options accompanied with a wide variety of
beverages. Dining hours are extensive and convenient
for guests of varying travel itineraries.

Enjoy fresh ingredients, locally –inspired specialties
and classic dishes make up at the RBG Grill
Restaurant. Dine on a selection of hearty and
healthy items ranging from charcoal-grilled cuts of
meat and fish to crisp salads and signature dishes
accompanied by wide variety of selected beverages.
Sama Terrazza - rooftop lounge with an overview
of spectacular city of Oman Gulf between the sea
and the mountains that serves lights snacks
and wide variety of beverages.

meet
smart
Smart Meetings and Events
Fresh, energetic and
unassumingly attentive,
Smart Meetings and Events
offer smart and efficient
choices for all types of
meetings and events.

Park Inn by Radisson
Muscat offers 5 modern
and flexible meeting rooms
with a total of 160 sqm that
can accommodate 165
guests in theatre style. By

understanding and anticipating the
priorities of each of our meetings
and events bookers, we are able
to deliver an uncomplicated,
consistent and reliable service,
including wireless internet access,
smart food, booking rewards and
much more.

From board meetings to
receptions, the hotel’s meeting
rooms in Muscat optimal for event
organisers and party hosts.
Meeting room features include
free wireless high-speed Internet,
individual climate control, free car
parking, Audio visual equipments,
free access to business centre and
natural daylight.

things to
see and do
Location
The hotel location provides guests with
easy access to variety of nearby attraction
Opposite the Embassy area and
Ministry Offices.

Walking distance:
Muscat Grand Mall
Driving distance:
Grand Mosque
Royal Opera
House Muscat
Beach
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